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ABSTRACT
The Republic of Belarus construction industry is faced daily with the need to solve geotechnical
problems such as great loads on the base foundation, the cramped conditions construction,
buildings and structures reconstruction in the conditions of modern development, technical and
technological progress. It is clear that the material structural characteristics are determined in
advance, ensured their strength and reliability during the erection process, building, expluatation.
However, this can't be applied to base foundation soils, which are "dynamic" system, and physical,
mechanical and deformational characteristics change in the process of the sediments formation,
the construction and buildings and structures operations.
The existing buildings and structures ground physical, mechanical and deformation
characteristics are affected by the environment cyclical changes (winter, summer), anthropogenic
factors (vibration, dynamics, the overhead structures loading methods, topography and landscape
changes and so on). These influences often degrade the ground characteristics, reduce the
grounds and structures reliability reduce. In the article the Belarusian geological and engineering
conditions, the zonation are presented, information about the deposits and landforms formation is
also given.
This article describes the facilities of the new building, reconstruction, carried out in different
geological conditions and in the city building constrained conditions. The significant Belarusion
construction projects, information about geotechnical solutions adopted for their construction is
also provided.
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1. BELARUS GROUND PROPERTIES
Belarus modern ground properties were
developed over a long period of time.
Belarusian territory was subjected to five
glaciations, which were distributed almost
in the whole territory In the modern

anthropogenic period. The relief final
formation was occurred in the period of
Moscow glacier formation, motion and
melting (figure 1).
Up to 52 % of the total anthropogenic
territory cover accounts for glacial
deposits. Moraine was formed from debris

of water flows. These deposits are
characterized by high porosity, high
content of organic matter and a large
compressibility, and the anisotropy of
properties in the natural condition. The
average power of these deposits occurring
is in the range of 3 – 7 meters in Belarus.

resulting from the movement of the
glacier. Moraine formation is often
represented by a class of cohesive soils:
sandy loam, loam and clay. Glacial clays
and loams can be characterized by the
presence of stratification, non-uniform
addition, and chemical and mineralogical
compositions variability. Moraine clay
deposits humidity, the modulus of total
deformation and the resistance to uniaxial
compression increase with the depth of
the. Glacial sands are often deposited in
the form of layers and interlayers in
moraine clay soils massifs. Sands are
often heterogeneous in granulometric
composition and sometimes contain
pressurized water.

2. DIFFICULT
CONDITIONS
EXAMPLES

GEOLOGICAL
CONSTRUCTION

One of the examples of technical
solutions of the ground properties
improvement is the construction of the
plant "SOOO Alumintechno" in Minsk.
The existing topography was changed
during mans activity by the bulk soils,
landfills, construction debris. The pond
was located in the south-eastern part of
the site, territory was heavily pitted, lowlying areas were flooded. Soil conditions
are characterized by the heterogeneity,
space variability and shown in the figure 2.

Figure 1. Belarusian geological conditions

Fluvioglacial (glacial–fluvial) deposits
are represented by the glacier meltwater
deposits? which passed through the
cracks in the body of the glacier and
moved under the ice toward its edge.
Fluvioglacial deposits accupy one-third of
soils, which are exposed to the
construction industry. The internal texture
can be inclined (15 – 30 degrees) and
horizontal.
The
soils
formation,
transformation and deposition history data
has influenced their physical and
mechanical characteristics. In the sand
deposits massifs can take place changes
of the density (from soft to dense).
Alluvial deposits (deposits of river
flows) are structure and heterogeneity
complex soils, which were formed in
various physical-geographical conditions

Figure 2. The geological conditions of
horizontal reinforcing

It was decided to perform a horizontal
reinforcement of the ground, and to create
a reinforced strips, which should be used
as base for the foundation slabs (figure 3,
4).

Figure 3. The construction of horizontal
reinforcing
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- fluvioglacial sediments (fIIsž) are
distributed throughout the site. They are
disposed from the surface and under technogenic deposits. Their power is up to
25.0 m. Represented by yellow-gray, lightgray, brown sands from shallow to
gravelly.

Figure 4. The realization of horizontal
reinforcing

The graphics sediment from pressures
under the foot of the foundations erected
on reinforced base are shown in figure 5.

Figure 6. The geological conditions of vertical
reinforcing

Figure 7. The geological conditions of vertical
reinforcing

Figure 5. The graph S=f(p) for the plate
foundation on the horizontal reinforced base

The vertical reinforcement example is
the technical solution for the 19-storey
residential building
ground vertical
reinforcement (st. F. Skorina, Minsk).
The building place is located on the
slope of the fluvioglacial hill.
The place can be characterize by
following stratigraphic-genetic complexes:
- technogenic deposits of the modern
age (tIV) with the capacity of 0.4 – 1.9 m,
represented by a mixture of soil and
various debris:

Figure 8. The graph S=f(p) for the plate
foundation on the vertical reinforced base
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3. FOUNDATION

RECONSTRUCTION

EXAMPLES
State archive reconstruction is the
symbolic object, where soil bases
strengthening by the grout injection
became the important and only possible
method of the strengthening. This building
dates from the mid-second half of XVII
century. The building was made of brick,
with longitudinal outer and inner bearing
walls and pillars. The thickness of the
masonry exterior walls exceeds 1.05 m, a
internal bearing walls – brick, with the
thickness of 250, 380 and 510 mm.
The
foundations
reconstruction
technology violation was the urgent
execution reinforce works reason: under
the foundation base soil watering, the soil
excavation under the foundation base.
These facts cause to critical fallout of
foundations, cracks in the brick arches,
opening width up to 85mm (figure 9)

Figure 10. Strengthening design project

4. CRAMPED

CONDITIONS
CONSTRUCTION EXAMPLES
The object "XVII–XVIII architecture
monument century Reconstruction (Snct.
Cyril and Methodius center, Minsk) is the
example of a device deep pits in cramped
conditions with application of anchors for
fastening the retaining walls.
The anchors usage was the necessity
to perform excavation for the construction
of a new building in the cramped
conditions of the old buildings of the
historic spots of Minsk (figure 11).

Figure 9. The walls destruction

The foundation base ground is medium
strength gravelly sand with the following
characteristics: Y=17,1 kN/m3; C=1 kPa 
=38, E=42 MPa.
The fastest and most reliable method of
base soil consolidating, the stabilizing of
the sediment of the building was the
drillenjected technology usage. A project
was designed to enhance ground
properties and with a partial transfer of an
existing shallow foundation on gantry
system of piles (figure 10).

Figure11. The deep pit example

Geomorphologically the building site is
dedicated to the Minsk regional glacial
hills. That fact determines the nature of
the soils occurrence, their strength and
deformation characteristics.
The place can be characterize by
following stratigraphic-genetic complexes:
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- a) modern technogenic sediments (th
IV), which are disposed from the surface,
and represented by different grain size
sands, with lenses of clayey soils, tuff soil
layers;
- b) alluvial deposits are represented by
fine, medium, large, gravelly and gravelly
sands, with a total capacity of alluvial
deposits 1,5-8,0 m;
- c ) moraine deposits are represented
red-brown loams and clay loams, with thin
layers and lenses of water-saturated
sands;
d)
fluvioglacial
(glacial–fluvial)
deposits are presented by heterogeneous
sands with lenses of sandy loam, with a
thickness up to 15 cm.

project task was to insure the stability of
present exploited metro tunnels and other
adjoined buildings of Minsk.
The project involved construction over
existing subway tunnels of the overpass
bridge
superstructure
with
precast
concrete structures for highway bridges
with a length of 24 m and 21 m.
Reinforced concrete lining of the
existing tunnels was carried out using
rings consisting of ribbed reinforced
concrete blocks
The results of the calculation of the
phased development of the soil under the
flyover with a length of 200 m and 45 it
found that the existing tunnel deformation
had significant size from the extra project
influence (figure 13).

Figure 12. The pile and anchor position plan

Figure 13. The transport flyover crossing
calculation schema

The anchors length has 11.0 m., the
length of the root is 3.0 m (for anchors of
the design load of 289 kN) and 6.0 m (for
anchors of the design load 358,8 kN). All
construction and installation works were
performed and today the building is put
into operation.

It was decided to execute on-site
maintenance of construction works with
the continuous monitoring of the stressstrain state of structures tunnels and other
structures within the area of influence in
order to ensure the required construction
quickness and safe operation of the tunnel
The monitoring included overhead and
underground geodesy monitoring and
visual monitoring, structures instrumental
monitoring
and
electronic
remote
monitoring.
Ongoing monitoring allowed us to
assess underground structures stress and
deformations during construction of the
flyover crossing, as well as to exploit the
tunnels as planned, to avoid defects that

5. TRANSPORT
FLYOVER
CROSSING
Minsk is growing city, so a great
number of new and reconstructed roads,
bridges are constructed and built.
The flyover crossing at the intersection
of Independence Avenue with the
Filimonov str. construction is the example
of such kind of transport building. The
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reduce the bearing capacity, unacceptable
inclinations and other deformations of
tunnels. The figure shows the project of
the transport flyover crossing.

Figure 14. Transport flyover crossing design
project

6. CONCLUSIONS
Thus this paper reviews the current
situation
of
the
Belarusian
geotechniks,examples of new construction
and renovation allow the reader to review
the status of geotechnical engineering in
our country.
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